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1. International Arctic Ocean Expedition 1991
(IAOE'91) Overview
Radar backscatter measurements from sea ice during the fall freeze-up were performed
from aboard the United States Coast Guard Icebreaker Polar Star as a part of the
International Arctic Ocean Expedition (IAOE'91) in August-September, 1991. The US
portion of the experiment took place on board the Polar Star and has been referred to
TRAPOLEX'91 (Transpolar expedition) by some investigators. Before prematurely
aborting its mission because of mechanical failure of her port shaft the Polar Star
reached 84 ° 57' N. latitude at 35 ° E. longitude. The ship was in the ice (> 50%
coverage) from 14 August until 3 September and was operational for all but 6 days due
to two instances of mechanical problems with the port shaft. The second was fatal to
the ship's participation in the expedition,
During the expedition radar backscatter was measured at C-band under a variety of
conditions. These included measurements from young ice types as well as from
multiyear and first-/second-year sea ice during the fall freeze-up, The sea ice types
were determined by measurement of the ice properties at several of the stations and by
visual inspection on others. Radar backscatter measurements were performed over a
large portion of the ship's transit into the Arctic ice pack. These were accompanied by
in situ sea ice property characterization by the US Army Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) at several stations and, when snow was present, its
properties were documented by The Microwave Group, Ottawa River (MWG).
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The C-band backscatter for multiyear and first-/second-year sea ice increased
dramatically as temperatures dropped during the onset of the freeze-up. This dramatic
increase has been observed before from spaceborne scatterometers at Ku band
[Drinkwater, et al., 1991] but not during in situ experiments where the physical
appearance of the ice and snow could be observed closely. Also, the measurements
from the ship-borne scatterometer can exclude or include the effect of melt ponds on the
backscatter. This is accomplished by using information from in situ photography in the
analysis of the data. Previous scatterometers from space had a large footprint and the
effect of melt pond re-freezing was proposed as one of the possible mechanisms for the
increase in the backscatter. The measurements presented here were usually made
without the influence of melt ponds in the radar footprint. In cases where there were
melt ponds in the study area, the measurements at these angles were thrown out, with
the aid of photographs made at every measurement site. The measured increase in
backscatter is then caused by factors other than the re-freezing of the melt ponds.
Possibilities include the increase in volume scatter from an increase in snow cover or
the reduction of penetration into the ice due to high liquid water content in the upper
layers of the sea ice or snow. These possibilities are addressed in section 7.
Early sea ice growth is a major factor in the modulation of heat flux between the ocean
and the Arctic air. The young sea ice types generally have lower backscatter returns
than muhiyear or fh'st-year sea ice [Gray, et al., 1982], [Onstott and Delker, 1979].
Some of the young ice had very low backscatter measured during IAOE'91. Dark nilas
for example had a measured o o of -30 to -35 dB at VV polarization and 35 ° incidence
angle. This is important when considering the capability of SAR for observing these
young ice types from space. The current sensor in space used for monitoring the Arctic
is the ERS-1 SAR, which operates at C band. This system is capable of observing
backscattercoefficientsaslow as-27dBin theArctic atincidenceanglesrangingfrom
190to 27°. Thesearetheimportantfactsto considerwhenobservingthebackscatter
characteristicsof youngsalineice.
To obtainhighquality radarbackscattermeasurementsfrom thesystemsusedfor the
experimentacoherentnoiseremovaltechniquewasappliedto thedata. Ideally,to
removethis typeof noise,a "sky"measurementis performedwith theradarsystem.
Thatis, theradarantennais pointedtowardtheskysothatthereis virtually notarget.
Thiswill provideameasureof thenoiseinducedbythe radarsystemitself, including
theeffectsof theantenna.Thetechniqueusedin this studyis similar to subtractingout
thenoisemeasuredfrom taking"sky" measurements,butusesreturnsfrom various
anglesof incidenceto obtainanestimateof thecoherentnoise. Thisnoisereduction
techniqueimprovedthesignal-to-noiseratio (SNR)of themeasurementsby upto 20-
30dB. Thesuccessof this techniquewasessentialin obtainingthebackscatter
measurementsobtainedduringIAOE'91.
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2. Sensor Description
A dual-frequency, frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FM-CW) radar system was
used to perform the backscatter measurements taken during IAOE'91. The
scatterometer is actually a combination of two identical radar systems that utilized a
dual-feed parabolic reflector antenna, built at The University of Kansas. The system is
divided into a C-band section and an X-band section. A block diagram describing these
systems is shown in figure 2.1.
The YIG-tuned oscillator is used to generate a CW waveform, which is modulated by
applying a low frequency waveform to its tuning port. A portion of the waveform is
coupled into the quadrature mixer. The other portion of the RF signal is then fed to the
antennas via a series of switches and circulators. The switches are controlled by
computer to switch between the different transmit and receive polarization
combinations. The measurement of the radar return from all four linear polarization
combinations (VV, HI-/, VH, HV) as well as a delay line measurement are possible
with this scheme. Both the in-phase and quadrature (I and Q) signals are obtained by
mixing the returned signal with the coupled portion of the transmitted signal with the
quadrature mixer. The I and Q signals are fed into the IF section of the radar system,
digitized, then stored onto disk. The IF section is also used to generate the triangle
waveform, which drives the YIG-tuned oscillator and provides the triangular FM
modulation. The system operating parameters are described in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 FM-CW Radalr System
Both the C-band and X-band RF sections are housed in a single assembly, separate
from the rest of the radar system. This facilitates the mounting of this portion of the
system as close to the antenna as possible. This reduces the amount of loss through the
coaxial cables between the RF box and the antenna feeds. Both IF sections are also
housed in their own box. The RF and IF boxes were mounted outdoors along with the
antenna mount structure. Both portions of the system were operated simultaneously
using a Zenith 386 computer system to provide the control over the switching and to
store the data.
Table 2.1 FM-CW Radar Scatterometer Parameters
C band X band
Center Frequency. (GHz) 6.2
RF Bandwidth (MHz) 300
Free-space Resolution (cm) 50
Antenna Beamwidth 6 °
Footprint in cm (23m range) 48 x 48
Transmit power (mW) 10
11.3
300
50
3 °
24 x 24
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The antenna consisted of a single parabolic reflector with two conical horn feeds, one
for the C-band portion and the other for the X-band portion of the system. The system
as mounted for the IAOE'91 experiment is shown in photographs 2.1 and 2.2.
Photograph 2.1 shows the antenna mount structure, with the RF and IF boxes
mounted. Photograph 2.2 shows the computer control center, mounted within the
bridge of the USCGC Polar Star. From here the ice conditions could be monitored
while data were being acquired with the system. This is vital in any field study of sea
ice backscatter measurements.
Due to hardware problems with the circulators in RF portion of the X-band system,
only the cross-polarized returns were able to be measured. All four linear polarization
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measurementsweresuccessfullyperformedwith theC-bandsystem.TheC-band
measurementsarevital in thestudyof Arctic seaicebackscatterbecauseboththeERS-1
SARandtheCanadianSAR,RADARSAT(scheduledfor 1995launch),operateatC
band.
Photograph 2.1 FM-CW radar system as mounted for IAOE'91 aboard the Polar
Star. The radar system is mounted along the upper rail of the bridge just to the right of
the large satellite receiver antenna. The RF box is mounted above the antennas and the
IF box (in blue) is on the lower part of the antenna. This structure was mounted on the
flying bridge, just above the main bridge, where the radar was controlled and operated.
The microwave radiometer, operated by MWG, is also shown here on the lower rail.
8
JPhotograph 2.2 Data acquisition and control for the FM-CW radar system.
This portion of the radar system was operated from the main bridge of the
Polar Star during IAOE'91.
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3. IAOE'91 Experiment Description
Radar backscatter measurements were performed with a dual-frequency FM-CW radar
scatterometer built by The University of Kansas Radar Systems and Remote Sensing
Laboratory (RSL). Measurements were made concurrently with radiometer
measurements by MWG. After overcoming some cabling problems with the system the
RSL scatterometers were operational on 22 August until their required take down on 2
September as the ship was nearing the ice edge.
Measurements were made as the ship was transiting at fixed angles of 50 ° , 30 ° and
35 °, with a majority of the transit data collected at 35 ° angle of incidence. The radar
was also operated at angles of incidence from 15 ° to 65 ° at a number of fixed ice
stations. At some of these ice stations coincident ice and snow characterization
measurements were performed. In most cases, for both fixed mode and transit mode,
coincident passive microwave data were obtained by MWG. Table 3.1 describes the
data set collected during IAOE'91 using abbreviations defined below:
S, T - denotes whether data is in transit (T) or at an ice station (S)
MY - mulfiyear sea ice, FY - first-year sea ice, 2Y - "second-year" sea ice
Ni - nilas ice, OW - open water, Gr - "grease" ice, Br - brash ice
Pk - "pancake "ice", Fr - frazil ice, S1 - slush ice
Dt - "dirty" ice, containing noticeably large amounts of sediment
MWG - coincident passive microwave data and snow measurements by MWG
CRREL - Ice characterization performed by USA CRREL
rough - Surface roughness measurements performed by RSL.
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Table 3.1 IAOE'91 RSLScatterometerDataSummary
Date
22Aug.
23Aug
24Aug
25.Aug
27Aug
Time S/ T Ice Types Coincident Angles
(GMT) Data
07:50 S FY MWG, 15 - 65
CRREL
10:44 S FY
12:25 S FY MWG, 15 - 65
CRREL
14:56 S MY MWG, 35 - 70
CRREL
13:15 T MY, Dt MWG 55
12:45 T MY, 2Y MWG 35
16:15 T MY, Ni MWG 35, 45
18:15 S MY MWG 15 - 65
11:58 S MY MWG, 15- 65
CRREL
14:32 S MY
28 Aug 14:00 T MY, 2Y
17:30 T
22:10 T MY
29 Aug 08:55 S MY
MWG 35
MWG,
rough
30
15 - 65
11
30Aug
31Aug
1Sept
2 Sept
Table3.1 IAOE'91 DataSummar,/(cont'd)
14:00 S MY 15- 65
17:20 T FY, Br 30, 35
18:00 T MY, FY 35
19:40 T MY 15- 65
13:00 T MY, Ni MWG 35
T MY, FY 25, 35, 45
16:00 T Fr, Gr/Ni 35
18:30 S FY, MY rough 15- 55
13:20 S MY MWG 15- 65
00:25 S MY 15- 65
T MY, Ni 35
15:20 S MY MWG 15- 65
23:30 T MY, 2Y, 35
OW, Ni
00:48 S MY, 2Y rough 15- 65
03:45 S MY, 2Y
04:00 T Pk, Sh,MY 35
06:18 T MY 35
10:12 S 2Y 15- 65
Thisdatasetincludesalargeamountof transit data taken at a 35 ° angle of incidence.
This angle was the closest angle to those measured by the remote sensing satellite,
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ERS-1,thatcouldbemeasuredwithouttheshipaffectingtheseaiceandthus
disturbingthemeasurement.
A breakdownof thedatasetobtainedaccordingto ice typesandwhetherthedatawere
takenin transitor ata stationis shownin table3.2. A sizable amount of data were
obtained from multiyear and first-year sea ice. In addition, a relatively small amount of
young ice types were investigated while the ship was in transit. Data from thin ice
types are useful for determining if these can be monitored from satellite-based systems
such as the ERS-1 SAR. Although the experiment ended prematurely, this data set
encompassed the change in sea ice backscatter during the fall freeze-up. In addition a
valuable set of young ice signatures was obtained.
Table 3.2 IAOE'91 RSL scatterometer data
Station data
Number of stations
Multiyear stations
First-year stations
Stations with in situ
sea ice characterization
Stations with in situ
snow characterization
Stations with passive
microwave data
Incidence An_les
18
13
5
4
8
14
15 ° - 65 °
13
Table3.2 RSLDatasummary(cont'd.)
Transitdata
Numberof segments 27
Multiyearsegments 13
First-yearsegments 6
NewIce segments 6
Openwatersegments 2
Coincident passive 19
segments
Incidenceangles 30° - 50°
In additionto thebackscattermeasurementsandcharacterizationof theiceandsnow,
photographsof thescenesbeingmeasuredweretakenasbothanaidin processingand
interpretation.Effectsdueto meltponds,for example,couldberemovedfrom thedata
by plottingonly theportionof theangularscanfor which themeltpondwasnot
present.Also, there were cases where open water was within the angular scan of the
radar and these, too, could be removed by careful scrutiny of the coincident
photographs. While in transit, these photographs were taken as documentation of the
ice types observed as a supplement to field notes.
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4. Signal Processing, Calibration, and Noise Reduction
Significant processing steps were taken to compute the backscatter coefficients from the
ice types observed during IAOE'91. These steps included the removal of coherent
noise sources imposed by the radar system. The noise reduction scheme and the
calibration of the system are shown in this section.
4.1 FM-CW radar signal processing
In a linear FM-CW radar, the frequency difference between the returned signal and the
lransmitted signal is a measure of the range to a target. For triangular modulation this
relation is [Skolnik, 1980]
fr 4RfmAf
C
where R is the range to the target, fr is the difference frequency, fm is the modulation
frequency of the triangle wave, Af is the bandwidth of the FM sweep, and c is the
speed of light. For the system used in this study Af was 300 MHz, resulting in a range
resolution of 1 m in free space.
(4.1)
Typically, in FM-CW radar signal processing the returned waveform is sampled and
averaged over a number of sweeps. This is done to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). The resulting sequence is then filtered about the return from the target and the
power returned is measured and used to calculate o °. The bandwidth that is filtered is
dependent on the distributed target range as well as the antenna beamwidth and the
incidence angle.
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Thebackscattercoefficientfor acalibratedradarsystemcanbedeterminedfrom the
radarequation,usingthenarrow-beamapproximationas
t_° = P_cYcalR4P_u,_l
4
P_R,jAPo1
where Pr is the power returned from the distributed target and Pcal is the power
returned from a calibration target of known radar cross section, Ocal. The parameters
Pdlcal and Pdl are the delay line readings taken at the time of calibration and the time of
the field measurement, respectively. The range to the distributed target is R, A is the
area illuminated by the antenna, and Rcal is the range to the calibration target.
(4.2)
The returned power is taken as the total power returned from the illuminated surface.
The illuminated area is computed from [Ulaby, et al., 1982] as,
A_u=2R°2c°s(O_°)tan(_)Itan(O_+_)-tan(O_C [321]'
where _az and _el are the antenna's azimuth and elevation beamwidth, respectively.
The angle of incidence is denoted by 0 inc and the range to the surface, Ro is calculated
from the relationship in (4.1). The range is corrected for delays in the system itself by
simply subtracting the system delay from the range measured. The determination of the
system delay is based on knowledge of the range to the calibration target, which was
measured during calibration.
(4.3)
4.2 Coherent noise reduction
The IF spectra of non-ideal radar systems consist of systematic noise sources due to a
variety of factors. These include, but are not limited to, mismatch errors in the RF
components, antenna feedthrough and multiple reflections in the RF subsection. The
effect of these noise sources is to inject narrow bandwidth spikes into the IF spectrum.
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Thesenoisesourcesaresystematicandcoherentandthereforemayberemovedfrom
thespectrumif processedproperly. To removetheseonewouldrequiremeasurements
takenby theradarsystemin whichthereis no targetpresent.This is typically referred
to asa"sky" measurement,sinceat thelowermicrowavefrequenciesthis corresponds
to a measurementin whichthereis no targetpresent.Theskymeasurementwould
needto becoherentlysubtracted(in the"time" domainor frequencydomain)from the
signalobtainedwhenatargetispresentin orderto removecoherent,systematicnoise
sources.
During IAOE'91theradarmountwasphysicallylimitedsothata skymeasurement
couldnotbeused.Thelargestincidenceanglethatcouldbeobtainedwas65° off
nadir. Thepowerreturnedatlargeincidenceanglesis typically small. Also, the
bandwidthcorrespondingto a65° measurementis sufficientlyseparatedin frequency
from thereturnsat otherincidenceangles.Thesetwo characteristicsallow for the65°
measurementso beusedfor systematic,coherentnoiseestimates.To obtainthe
measurementof oo at65° the15° returnwasusedasthemeasureof coherentnoise.
This is effectivebecausetheinterferenceof theactualreturnfromtheicesurfaceat 15°
occursin adifferentportionof thespectrumthanthehigheranglereturns.This
techniquewasapplicablefor stationsin whichangularscandataweretaken.
For datasetsin whichangularscanswerenotobtaineda second,relatedapproachhad
to beemployed.Whiletheshipwasin transitonly asingleangleof incidencewas
typicallyusedfor measurements.Therefore,thecoherentnoiseremovalscheme
describedin theprecedingparagraphwasnotsuitablefor usewith thesedata.The
secondcoherentnoiseremovalschemewasbasedon thefact thatthesystematicnoise
sourcesarecoherentandthereturnsfrom thesurfacearenot.
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In thisscheme,all therawdatafrom themeasurementswithin sometimeframe(usually
oneto two hours)wereaveragedtogetherasanestimateof thecoherentnoisepresentin
thesystem.Thisnoiseestimatewasthencoherentlysubtractedfrom eachof the
measurementso produceanimprovedspectrumandanimprovedestimateof the
returnedpower.
4.3 Coherentnoisereductionresults
Thespectrumof theradarmeasurementswasgreatlyimprovedwith thecoherent
subtractiontechnique.In additionto thismeasurementsin whichthetarget'slocation
correspondedto a systematicnoisesourcelocationin thespectrumwereretrieved. The
measurementsat theserangeswouldhavebeenuselesswithoutthecoherentnoise
reductiontechniqueThefollowing plotsdemonstratetheusefulnessof thetechnique.
Figures4.1through4.4showthespectraof severalreturnsfrom seaice for varying
anglesof incidencebeforeandaftertheprimarycoherentnoiseremovaltechniquewas
appliedto thedata.The 15° returndemonstratesthatwhenthesignalis far enough
abovethecoherentnoise,aswell asin adifferentportionof thespectrum,themeasured
powerreturnedwill notdiffer from theoriginalcase.Thecomparisonsatotherangles
demonstratethecapabilityof this techniqueto removethenoisesourcesinherentin the
radarsystem.The20° returnin figure4.2showstheeffectof thecoherentnoisebeing
almostcompletelycorrelatedwith theoriginalreturn(dashedline) sothatthe locationof
thereturnis notvisible. Whenthecoherentnoiseisremoved,however,thereturn
(solidline) canbeclearlyseen.
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Theresultsfrom applyingthesecondtechnique,which requiresaveragingthesetof
measurementsandisrequiredfor computingo"ofor transitdata,aredemonstratedin
figure4.5. Hereweseethatthe"noisespikes"areclearlyreducedandthata clean
returnfrom theseaiceis visible.
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4.4 Radar calibration
Due to the narrow beamwidth of the offset-parabolic reflector antenna, external
calibration in the field was difficult. A single extemal calibration was carried out
midway during the experiment on 29 August 1991. Internal calibrations, using delay
lines, were performed with each measurement sample to adjust for the possible changes
in the system throughout the experiment. The daily average of the delay line
measurements were found to vary by less than 2 dB throughout the experiment as
demonstrated by figure 4.6. Each data point is the average over a single ice station.
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Figure 4.6. Delay-line measurement variations.
The average over the entire experiment was -14.9 dBW with a standard deviation of
0.58 dB. This plot clearly demonstrates that the delay line readings were always within
+ 1 dB of the mean value over the entire experiment and that there is no dramatic
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changeor generaltrendin thesystem'sfunctionthroughouthecourseof the
experiment.
Theexternalcalibrationwasperformedby measuringthereturnfrom a 16-inch
diameterLuneburglens. Theabsolutecrosssectionof this targetwasobtainedfrom
pastmeasurements[Bredow,1989].
TheIF spectrumfor thelensmeasurementis shownin figure 4.7. HeretheVV and
HH returnsareshownasa functionof theIF frequency.Therangeto thetargetis
determinedby equation4.1asdiscussedpreviously.
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These spectra demonstrate the high SNR in the frequency range that includes the return
from the lens. The return from the lens comes in the range 6.3 to 6.4 kHz. The other
sub-peaks in these spectra are the systematic noise sources discussed in section 4.2.
There was no need to remove these effectsbecause of the high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for the lens return. The power returned from the Luneburg lens was used in
equation 4.2 for the calculation of the backscatter coefficient.
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5. In situ Geophysical Information
Snow properties and meteorological information were recorded for each of the stations
in which backscatter data were taken during IAOE'91. Sea ice characterization included
salinity, density and temperature profiles at some stations, as well as a few
measurements of surface roughness. The snow parameters measured include depths,
snow temperature, snow-ice interface temperature, permittivity, density and salinity, as
well as grain size. The sea ice characterization was performed by the CRREL group
and the in situ snow data were collected by MWG. Meteorological data were recorded
as standard operating procedure aboard the Polar Star by the scientific crew.
Due to the early end of Polar Star's participation in IAOE'91, the CRREL group had to
begin shutting down their operations on 30 August. Because of this, coincident ice
property data were collected in only three instances where microwave backscatter
measurements were made. There were nine coincident ice stations where passive
microwave measurements and snow characterization were performed by MWG and
four stations where small-scale roughness was measured. Black-and-white
photographs of the radar footprint areas were acquired for most of the fixed stations
transit locations.
5.1 In situ snow data
The measurements of the snow pararneters for each of the scatterometer data stations
are listed in table 5.1. As the temperature dropped during the experiment the amount of
snow cover increased. This resulted in a change from wet, high density snow with
large grain size to a drier fresh snow cover of lower density and smaller grain size.
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Table 5.1 In situ snow measurements
Station depth
(cm)
density
(k_cm 3)
wetness
(% by vol)
grain size
(mm)
surface
permittivity
FY2208 0.5 319.6 2-5 1-5 1.48-2.65
MY2408 1.0 196 1.2-1.5 5 1.28-1.29
MY2708 0.5 312.2 0.9 5-10 1.28-1.76
MY2908 0.5-4.5 266.9 not obtained 1-3 1.27-1.33
MY3008 0.5-3 263.2 not obtained 1-5 1.33-1.40
MY3108 6-12 257 0.1-0.2 1 1.20-1.38
MY0109B 5-10 114.7-211.1 0.1-0.5 1-3 1.22-1.41
FY0209 3-4 147.6-287.8 0.4-0.5 1 1.34-1.49
5.2 In situ sea ice data
The temperature and salinity profiles of the sea ice were measured by the CRREL group
for the ice stations taken on 22, 27, and 29 August. These profiles are plotted in
figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. These demonstrate that the sea ice at the station where
measurements were taken on 22 August had higher salinity than the other stations.
Typically, cold first-year ice has bulk salinities ranging from 3 to 6%o and second-year
and multiyear ice have salinities ranging from about 1 to 2 %o. The fn-st-year salinity
profile here, however, is approaching the second-year ice profile published previously
[Wadhams, 1992]. This is due to the fact that these data were collected at the end of the
summer melt, just prior to the fall freeze-up.
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first-year sea ice station data of 22 August, 1991. The salinity is in %0.
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Figure 5.2. Sea ice salinity and temperature profiles, taken coincidently with the
multiyear sea ice station data of 27 August, 1991. The salinity is in %,_.
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The density profiles for the same three stations are shown in figure 5.4. These
demonstrate that the fn'st-year ice station contained sea ice of slightly lower density than
that of the multiyear ice stations. At this time of year, the fin-st-year sea ice is similar to
multiyear sea ice in terms of its density. The fluctuation of the density with depth is
primarily due to differences in the bubble structure in the sea ice with depth.
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6. Sea Ice Backscatter Measurement Results
The coherent noise removal techniques were applied to all measurements acquired
during IAOE'91, and the resulting spectra were then used to compute power returned
from the sea ice. The backscatter coefficient was calculated from these measurements.
Up to four measurements were taken at each angle for the station data and averaged to
produce an estimate of the true o °. The measurements acquired during transit were
divided according to the ice type and resulting distributions are presented in this
section.
6.1 Sea ice station measurements
There were 13 stations in which the angular measurements of the radar backscatter were
taken. The resulting angular responses are shown in figures 6.1 through 6.13. These
are shown in chronological order and are labeled either as f'trst-year, second-year, or
multiyear ice. The fin'st-year ice stations in the latter portion of the experiment may be
considered as second-year ice stations due to the onset of the fall freeze-up. In this
study, as well as a second expedition in the Arctic at the same time [Carlstrom, personal
communication] there is very little difference between the signatures of multiyear sea ice
and second-year sea ice after the freeze-up. Photographs of the footprint area are
shown along with the backscatter data. These aid in interpreting the variations in the
angular response of the backscatter due to physical differences of the sea ice across the
footprint. These physical differences include melt ponds and ridges.
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Photograph 6.1 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on MY2908 multiyear
sea ice floe for (a), low angles of incidence and (b), higher angles. The melt ponds
appear to affect the measurement at 30 ° , 40 ° and 55 ° .
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Figure 6.5. Backscatter coefficient for multiyear sea ice with coincident
temperature, salinity, and density profiles. Measurements were performed
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Photograph 6.2 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on TR2908C
multiyear sea ice floe. The micro-ridge in the higher angles appears to
coritribute to an increase in the backscatter as shown in figure 6.6 below.
Figure 6.6.
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Photograph 6.3 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the FY3008
second-year sea ice floe. The smooth characteristic of late first-year ice results in the
backscatter characteristics shown in figure 6.7 below.
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Photograph 6.4 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the MY3008
multiyear sea ice floe. The backscatter data for this floe are shown in figure 6.8 below.
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Photograph 6.5 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the MY3108
multiyear sea ice floe. The backscatter from this floe is shown in figure 6.9.
Figure 6.9.
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Photograph 6.6 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the MY0109
multiyear sea ice floe. The backscatter data for this scene are plotted in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10. Backscatter coefficient for multiyear sea ice. Measurements were
performed on 1 September, 1991.
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Photograph 6.7 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the MY0109B
multiyear sea ice floe. The backscatter data for this scene are plotted in
figure 6.11. The ridge is apparent in the backscatter data at 30 °
and the melt ponds contribute for large incidence angles.
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Photograph 6.8 Appearanceof thescenefor thedatatakenon theMY0209
multiyearseaice floe, (a) low incidenceangleview,and(b),high incidenceangle
view. Thebackscatterdatafor thissceneareplottedin figure 6.12.
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Photograph 6.9 Appearance of the scene for the data taken on the FY0209 second-
year sea ice floe. The backscatter data for this scene are plotted in figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13. Backscatter coefficient for second-year sea ice. Measurements were
performed on 2 September, 1991.
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Thesedatashowatrendof increasingbackscattercoefficientasthetemperatures
droppedandthesnowcoverincreased.Thetrendin themultiyearstationdatais plotted
for incidenceanglesof 350and25° in figures 6.14 and 6.15. The corresponding plot
of air temperature and snow depth is plotted in figure 6.16. A comparison of these two
plots clearly shows the strong dependence of the backscatter on both the temperature
and the depth of the snow. The apparent aberration on Julian day 242 (30 September)
is due to the ridge in the radar footprint at 350 as evidenced by photograph 6.4 and
figure 6.8. As the temperature dropped from around freezing to -5 ° C, the co-polar
(VV,HH) backscatter increased by about 18 dB and the cross-polarized (VH,HV)
backscatter increased by nearly 30 dB at 35 ° incidence angle. The increase in
backscatter at 25 ° incidence angle was somewhat less at 15 dB for co-polarized and 24
dB for the cross-polarized @.
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The effect of air temperature on the backscatter is not direct as evidenced by the increase
in backscatter from JD 236 to JD 241, while the air temperature only dropped slightly.
After JD 241 the sudden decrease in temperature was accompanied by only a modest
increase in backscatter. This may be due to the temperature measurements being just a
single spot measurement. The change in temperature in the days and hours before the
measurements were taken is presumably an important consideration. Unfortunately,
this information is not available for this experiment since the station measurements were
performed at stops along the expedition. The trend of increase in backscatter as the
temperature (and amount of daily sunlight) decreases remains, although it may not be
directly dependent on the temperature.
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Someof thelocaleffectsof thescenesexaminedareevidentin thesebackscatteresults.
The backscatter from the multiyear floe MY2908, shown in figure 6.5, is the best
example of the effect of melt ponds on the backscatter. The effects of the melt ponds
seen in photograph 6.1 (a) and (b) are observed in the marked decrease in backscatter at
incidence angles of 30 °, 40 °, and 55 °. These angles are not considered in the trends
plots of figures 6.14 and 6.15. This effectively removes the effect of the melt ponds
from the study of backscatter increase during the fall freeze-up.
These data help to quantify the amount of increase in backscatter from multiyear ice that
occurs during the seasonal change between the summer melt and the fall freeze-up. The
physical mechanisms that may cause this increase could be the change in dielectric
constant of the sea ice with temperature, the increase in backscatter due to the volume
scatter of the snow cover, increased absorption by the snow layer with higher
temperatures, or changes at the snow/ice interface due to the snow cover as the fall
freeze-up commences. These changes may include a re-freezing of water on the ice
surface or interaction between the sea ice and snow. Another hypothesis is that as melt
ponds re-freeze there is an increase in volume scatter, causing an increase in large area-
averaged backscatter. This was observed from SEASAT scatterometer data at Ku band
[Drinkwater and Carsey, 1991]. The data shown here are not large-area averages, but
are taken over small areas. The effects of the melt ponds are seen in the individual
measurements, (figure 6.5, 30 ° incidence angle, for example), but are removed when
considering the general trend of figures 6.14 and 6.15.
Since the onset of colder temperatures and the increase in snow cover are correlated,
precisely determining the mechanism for the increase in backscatter from this
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experimentaloneis difficult. However,thelargeincreasein backscatterobservedwith
decreasingtemperaturecannotbeexplainedby thepresenceof snowcoveralone. As
discussedlater(section7) theincreasein backscatterwith increasedtemperatureis the
changeof scatteringmechanismfrom thatof surfacescatteringto volumescattering.
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Figure 6.16. The variation of the air temperature and snow depths measured during
IAOE'91, corresponding to the backscatter measurements shown in figures 6.14 and
6.15.
6.2 Transit data results
While the ship was in transit, radar backscatter measurements were performed at a fixed
angle of incidence. This angle was set to 35 ° for the majority of the measurements.
This angle was selected to be as close as possible to that of the ERS- 1 Synthetic-
Aperture Radar (SAR) without the measurements being affected by the ship's effect on
the sea ice. Taking data while the ship was in transit allowed a wide variety of ice types
to be investigated. These included multiyear sea ice as well as young ice types such as
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darknilas,whitenilas,pancakeandslush.Thetransitdataalsocomplementedthe
stationdatain documentingtheeffectof thefall freeze-upasmentionedpreviouslyin
thissection.
6.2.1 First-/Second-yearandmultiyeartransitdata
A largenumberof measurementsof backscatterfrom ftrst-/second-yearandmultiyear
seaice floeswereperformedastheshipwasin transit. Thesedatawereacquiredunder
avarietyof conditionsandweretakenwithcoincidentpassivemicrowavedataby
MWG. Themajorityof thesedatamaybeusefulin plannedfuturecomparisonwith
thesepassivemicrowavedata.
Theentiretransitdatasetat 35° incidence angle for first-year sea ice was plotted as a
distribution in figure 6.17. This demonstrates the overall nature of f'trst-year sea ice
backscatter during late August and early September in the central Arctic Ocean. In this
figure the center bar for each polarization represents the median value of all the
measurements. The top and bottom of each f'flled box represent the + 25% points in the
distribution (from the mean), and the extended bars represent the + 45% values (from
the mean). The median value is -22 dB for VV polarization and -23 dB for HH
polarization. The cross-polarized o ° values are slightly less than -40 dB. A similar
figure for multiyear sea ice is shown in figure 6.18. Here the co-polar backscatter is
slightly higher with a median value of -20 dB and -22 dB, for VV and HH o o,
respectively. The cross-polarized o o for the multiyear ice measured is about -40 dB.
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Thesimilaritybetweenthemultiyearandfirst-/second-yearmeasurementsi dueto the
first-yearicegoingthroughthesummermelt. In fact,at theonsetof thefreeze-upthis
isconsideredsecond-yearseaice,whichis similarenoughto multiyearice thatit is not
distinguishableat35° incidence angle. The angular variation in the station data
measurements, though, reflects the difference between these ice types as shown in
figures 6.7 and 6.8.
6.2.2 Young sea ice types
The backscatter coefficients for several young sea ice types were measured during the
expedition. These types included white nilas, dark nilas, and grease and frazil sea ice.
The resulting spread of these data are shown in the figure 6.19. The first plot shows
the spread of the data for the four linear polarizations for all the young ice types
combined. For the two-week cruise the median value for thin ice types at 35 ° was -25
dB for VV polarization and -26 dB for HH polarization, with the majority of the
measurements falling in the range of-36 to -19 dB (co-polarized). The cross-polarized
measurements varied in the range -55 to -45 dB. The thin ice types were broken down
into their various classes such as grease and frazil, white nilas and dark nilas. These
distributions are shown in succeeding plots of figure 6.19.
5O
photograph 6.10 White nilas sea ice observed during IAOE'91.
Photograph 6.11 Dark nilas sea ice observed during IAOE'91.
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Photograph 6.12 White nilas/pancake sea ice observed during IAOE'91.
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Figure 6.19. Young sea ice distributions measured during IAOE'91. The center line
indicates the median value for the given polarization. The top and bottom of each of the
boxes indicate the + 25 % of the distribution and the extended line (when shown)
demonstrates the +45% values for the distribution.
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The young sea ice signatures measured during IAOE'91 give insight into the capability
for observing these ice types with radar. The importance of young sea ice is that sea ice
cover modulates the heat flux between the ocean and the Arctic air. It also causes a
distinct change in albedo of the surface. Young sea ice growth is responsible for the
change in sea ice cover during the fall freeze-up and into the winter. These results
indicate that it may not be possible to observe young dark nilas sea ice from spacebome
sensors such as ERS-1.
ERS-1 operates at C band with VV polarization and is capable of measuring backscatter
coefficients as low as about -27 dB. These data show that it is unlikely ERS-1 can
measure either dark nilas or grease and frazil ice, but is capable of observing white nilas
ice. It should be kept in mind that these measurements were performed at 35 °, whereas
ERS-1 operates around 23 °. For very smooth ice grown at the CRRELEX '90
experiments the decrease in backscatter coefficient from 20 ° to 35 ° was only 6 to 8 dB.
Actual angular variations for the IAOE'91 expedition seldom changed by more than 10
dB over the entire angular range measured (20 ° to 55°).
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7. Comparison to Scattering Theory
To investigate the causes for the increase in backscatter observed during the fall freeze-
up, the measurements were compared with simple volume scattering theory based on
the Rayleigh model, described in this section. The contribution of the snow cover to
the backscatter coefficient during the onset of the fall season is investigated here. The
effect of the absorption of the snow is also investigated as a possible contributor to the
effect seen during the fall freeze-up.
7.1 Rayleigh model for volume scattering from a snow layer during IAOE'91
The Rayleigh model has been used effectively to model the backscatter from dry snow
[Ulaby, et al., 1982]. This model assumes that the particles are spheres with radii that
are small with respect to wavelength. Assuming that the scattering from each sphere is
independent, the backscatter from a dry snow layer of depth d is given as,
0 _ cos0 (i _ e-2a,_.,_0),
am°" = 21¢.
where 0 is the incidence angle and the scattering cross section is given as [Kong,
19901,
(_v "-
The extinction coefficient, r,e is given by
3(e, + 2E) 2"
(7.1)
(7.2)
_, 2R:3k 4 (¢,-e) 2
= .... ."-;-2, (7.3)
(e, + 2e)
where k0 is the wave number, es is the permittivity of the ice particles that comprise the
snow, and e is the permittivity of free space. The average radius of the snow is r and
the volume density of the snow is Rv.
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TheRayleighmodelfor scatteringdueto adry snowlayerwascomputedfor thecases
listedin table5.1. Thesewerecalculatedfor thefollowing multiyearfloes:MY2908,
MY3008,MY3108, MY0109B,andFY0209. Thesecorrespondto Juliandays241
through245 andarecasesin which dry snow(< 1%wetness)wasobserved.These
resultsareshownin figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 Results of Rayleigh backscatter model for snow cover observed during
IAOE'91. These demonstrate that the backscatter from the snow does not cause the
dramatic increase in o ° observed during the fall freeze-up.
These model results show that the backscatter due to snow volume scattering at C band
cannot account for the increase in backscatter observed during IAOE'91. In each case
the backscatter measured is at least 10 dB higher than the theoretical snow volume
backscatter. The primary factor for the variation among these computations is due to
the snow depth measurement. The MY0109B floe had 10 cm of snow, whereas the
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FY0209floehad4 cmof snow.Thisresultsin a 10-dBdifferencebetweenthe
computationof snowvolumebackscatterfor thesetwo caseseventhoughthegrainsize
anddensityarenearlythesame.
7.2 Effect of wetsnowon backscatter
The loss due to wet snow may play a large role in the backscatter of snow-covered sea
ice. It has been shown [Hallikainen, 1986 and 1992] that for snow of 2% wetness by
volume the loss can be as much as 10 dB/meter depending on the frequency used. The
attenuation in a lossy medium in terms of its dielectric constant (er=e'-je '') is given by
[Ulaby, et al., I982] as,
2r_ [1 ,_[ (e")2_l ]
The power absorption coefficient is given by
_:a = 8.686_ (dB/m). (7.6)
For a medium described by Er it has been shown that an empirical model for wet snow,
called the Debye-like model, fits measured dielectric measurements well [Hallikainen,
1986]. This model is described by the empirical equations,
0.073m TM
_'=A+ 1+(_0; z (7.7a)
and
where
00"( 01m '
e"= (7.7b)
A = 1 + 1.83p + 0.02m _°_5. (7.7c)
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In theaboveequationsp is thedry snowdensity,f0 is 9.07GHz,m is thevolume
fractionof snow,andf is thefrequencyof interestin thecalculation.Themeasuredp
for thevarioussnowcoversencounteredin IAOE'91 (table6.1)wereusedto calculate
estimatesof e". Thesewerethenusedin equations7.5 and7.6 to obtainestimatesof
thepowerabsorptiondueto thesnowcover. Thetotal lossdueto absorptionthrough
thewetsnowcoveris thentwicesnowdepthtimesthepowerabsorptioncoefficient,
Loss,,,= 2_d,.
If thepathlengththroughthesnowis adjustedfor theangleof incidence,0, theresult
is multipliedby sec0.This wasusedto calculatetheestimatedlossdueto thesnow
coverfor themeasurementsakenduringIAOE'91 at 25° and35°. Theseresultsare
shownin table7.1.
(7.8)
Table 7.1 Total estimatedlossesdueto absorptionof wet snowfor IAOE'91
Station e" from (7.7b) Lossat 25°(dB) Lossat 35° (dB)
FY2208 0.176 0.65 0.71
MY2408 0.05 0.47 0.52
MY2708 0.03 0.13 0.14
MY2908 0.014 0.59 0.65
MY3008 0.007 0.19 0.21
MY3108 0.004 0.45 0.50
MY0109B 0.007 0.65 0.72
FY0209 0.012 4.3 4.8
Forthetwo caseswhereE"wascomputedto be0.007,thesnowwetnesswasnot
measured,so0.3%by volumewasassumed.Thesedatademonstratethatin all cases,
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excepton2 September(Julianday245),theabsorptionlossdueto thesnowcoverwas
negligible. It would require10cm of 10%wet snowto causea 20-dBlossaccording
to thismodel. Thelossthroughwetsnowbeforefreeze-upandthere-freezingof the
snowlayerdoesnotaccountfor theincreasein backscattermeasuredduringthefall
freeze-up
Thesecomparisonsto simplescatteringmodelsdemonstratethatthemostlikely causes
of the increasein C-bandbackscatterduringthefall freeze-uparenot dueto scattering
or absorptioneffectsof thesnow. A possiblereasonfor the increasein backscatter
with decreasein temperatureis volumescatterfrom airpocketsembeddedin the ice.
Whentheair temperaturesarenearfreezingtheice surfacemaybewet. Thepresence
of moistureon theicemayblockthevolumescatterfrom theice. Furtherstudyof the
effectof theinteractionbetweenseaiceandsnowonbackscatteris needed.
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8. Summary of IAOE'91 Results
C-band radar backscatter measurements of sea ice during the fall freeze-up were made
during IAOE'91 from aboard the US Coast Guard icebreaker Polar Star. These
measurements showed that the co-polarized backscatter increased by 15-20 dB at
incidence angles of 25" and 35 ° during the freeze-up. The cross-polarized
measurements also showed the same dramatic increase as the temperatures dropped.
These measurements were carefully calibrated and coherent noise sources in the system
were removed using a simple noise reduction technique.
The results shown here demonstrate that the co-polar scattering coefficient from
multiyear sea ice was 5 dB higher than that from first-year ice at incidence angles
greater than 40 °. The backscatter values for first-/second-year sea ice and multiyear sea
ice are very similar at the onset of the fall freeze-up over the range of incidence angles
from 20 ° to 45 °. This is due to the fact that the fu'st-year sea ice has undergone one
season of summer melt and is becoming more similar to multiyear ice. At the time of
the fall freeze-up the fu'st-year ice actually becomes second-year ice. The similarity
may also be due to moisture in the upper snow-ice layers of the sea ice.
Four possible causes of the dramatic increase in the backscatter observed during the fall
freeze-up are investigated here. Three of these were shown not to be the primary cause
for the dramatic change in backscatter. The increase in volume scatter due to the snow
accumulation was found to be insignificant by use of the Rayleigh model. The effect of
absorption loss in wet snow also was considered a likely cause for the decrease in
backscatter with increase in temperature. This effect was also shown to be negligible
6O
for thiscasestudysince10cm of snowwith 10%wetnesswouldberequiredto cause
a20-dBlossduringthewarmperiodprior to thefall freeze-up.There-freezingof melt
pondsastheprimarycauseat Cbandwasdismisseddueto thefact thatthe
measurementsakenduringIAOE'91weremadeonasmallscaleandthemeltpond
distributionhypothesisdependson large-areaaveraging.Thefourthhypothesisis that
moistureonandneartheice surfacedoesn'tallowpenetrationinto theseaicewhenthe
temperaturesarewarm. Whenthetemperaturedropsthiswet layerwill freezeallowing
for thepenetrationof theelectromagneticenergyinto theseaicevolume. Theincrease
in backscatterduringthefall freeze-upcouldbetheresultof thisenhancementof
volumescatterasthetemperaturedrops.
A numberof youngice typeswereinvestigatedduringIAOE'91. Theseincludedwhite
nilas,darknilas,andpancakeandslushseaice types. Detectionof theseice typesare
importantin theinteractionbetweentheseaandtheair sincetheyindicatetheinitial
stagesof newicegrowthandachangein theamountof surfaceareafor heatexchange
betweentheoceanandair. Theyoungestseaice typesalsosignificantlyaffectthe
albedoof thesurfaceasit changesfrom a seasurfaceto anicesurface.These
measurementsindicatethatfor spaceborneSARsensors,suchasERS-1and
RADARSAT,to becapableof observingdarknilasicetheymustbeableto measureoo
as low as -30 dB for VV polarization and -34 dB for HH polarization. The ERS- 1
SAR may be able to observe slightly older sea ice types, such as white nilas and
pancake ice, due to the higher backscatter from these ice types. To observe the cross-
polarized response of these young ice formations a sensor must be capable of
measuring o ° values as low as -50 riB.
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10. Appendix: Timetable of major events
11 Aug '91 Sun Ship departs late evening
13 Aug '91 Tue Power-up check of FM-CW system o.k. in lab.
14-15 Aug Wed-Thu Mount and equipment setup on bridge and flying bridge. Reach ice
edge on late 14 Aug.
16 Aug. Fri Missed f'trst ice station (CRREL,MWG), IF-RF cables too short, rewired
Amphenol connectors.
I7 Aug. Sat Missed second ice station(CRREL, MWG) cables replaced and antenna
motoring boxes repaired. Radar not working properly.
18 Aug. Sun System brought indoors. Trouble-shooting reveals intermittent problems. Set
up step freq. system, missed third ice station (CRREL,MWG)
19 Aug. Mon Missed fourth ice station (CRREL, MWG), repaired loose coax. inside
IF box and siliconed all edge connectors. Finished step freq mount and fought software
difficulties with step frequency system
20 Aug. Tue Ship stopped for major repair of port shaft. Run-through external delay line
tests indoors
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21Aug.Wed Shipstoppedstill. Re-mountedFM-CW system,raisedmountfor 12° to
70° capability. Performedanglecalibrationslookingat brashice.
22Aug.Thu Shipstill stopped.Rondevouswith ODEN. Firstbackscattermeasurements
of FY(2Y) flow asfloatedby ship. CRRELstationonadjoiningflow, Helicoptercrashed
while returningfrom visit with ODEN.
23Aug.Fri Shipstopped.Measurementstakenin footprint-ladenicedueto on-ice
activitiesof scientists.Foughtwith step radandtransitboardsall day.
24Aug.Sat Shiprepairedto getunderwayin morning. Measurementsmadeof MY flow.
CarentooksnowdataandCRRELtookicedataaft of ship(notnearradarfootprint).
25Aug.Sun Tookseveraltransitdatasetswith old dataacquisitionsystem.No ice
stations.Amid optimismshipstoppedonceagainin eveningwith asecondport shaft
problem
26Aug. Mon Nodatataken,Shipstoppedwith no regardto scienceonstarboardsideof
ship. Youngice typesformingonportside,beginningof all day freeze-up.Someon-ice
op's.
27Aug. Tue Measurementstakenof MY flow. CRRELicedatatakenonport sidealso
snowdataport side. Informedthatmissionis scrapped.
28Aug. Wed Transitdatawithold system.Coincidentradiometerdata.No icestation.
SovietSARdatarecordedat00:14GMT
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29Aug.Thur First (oniy)completeicestation.Coincidentdatawith MWG andCRREL
alsoroughnessmeasurementsby KU andMWG. Sometransitdata.
30Aug. Fri Lotsof transitdata.Onestationwith roughnessandsomecoincidentMWG
data. CRRELshuttingdownin anticipationof leavingicepack. SovietSARdata
recordedat23:56GMT.
31Aug. Sat StationwithcoincidentMWG data.
1Sept.Sun Twoice stationsfor buoys.Onewith coincidentMWG data.
2 Sept.Mon Laststationandtransitdata.Roughnessdatataken.Begintakingdown
system.
3 Sept.Tue Completesystemtakedownandpacking. Exiting icepack
4 Sept.Wed No moreice !
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